Tray Layouts

Composed bench trays normally consist of end-middle- and division trays.

**End trays.**

An end tray finishes the bench. Therefore there is always an end tray on each end of a bench tray. End trays are delivered as standard with a valve sump, but can also be delivered without valve sump. In many cases it is not necessary with 2 valve sumps in a short bench tray.
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**Middle trays.**

Middle trays are used as needed, all depending on the desired length of the bench tray.
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**Division trays.**

Division trays are tray pieces that are adjusted a specific measurement so the total tray top gets the exact required length.
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**Examples of configurations.**

![Configuration](image)
Consisting of an end tray with sump, a division tray, three middle trays and an end tray without sump.

Bench tray consisting of an end tray with sump, a division tray and an end tray without sump.

Bench tray consisting of an end tray with sump and a shortened end tray without sump.

Bench tray consisting of a shortened end tray with sump and ended with a strip glued on.